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Abstract Organic-aerosol phase partitioning (volatility) and oxidative aging are
inextricably linked in the atmosphere because partitioning largely controls the rates
and mechanisms of aging reactions as well as the actual amount of organic aerosol.
Here we discuss those linkages, describing the basic theory of partitioning thermodynamics as well as the dynamics that may limit the approach to equilibrium under
some conditions. We then discuss oxidative aging in three forms: homogeneous
gas-phase oxidation, heterogeneous oxidation via uptake of gas-phase oxidants, and
aqueous-phase oxidation. We present general scaling arguments to constrain the
relative importance of these processes in the atmosphere, compared to each other
and compared to the characteristic residence time of particles in the atmosphere.
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1 Introduction
Until very recently organic aerosol (OA) was commonly regarded as a mixture of
non-volatile, non-reactive, primary organic aerosol (POA) [1, 2] augmented with a
coating of secondary organic aerosol (SOA). POA particles were regarded as
relatively non-volatile composites of organic compounds emitted by individual
sources, such as biomass burning [3–5], gasoline [6–8] and diesel [1, 9] vehicles,
food preparation [10–13], smoking [14], and numerous other small sources. SOA
was regarded as an additional coating of secondary organic compounds formed via
gas-phase oxidation of volatile organic carbon (VOC) precursors. Some of these
reaction products evidently had a sufficiently low vapor pressure to condense onto
pre-existing particles [15, 16]. Through a decade or so of research it became clear
that SOA consisted of a mixture containing a large fraction of semi-volatile organic
compounds that partitioned between the vapor and condensed phases based on wellestablished solution thermodynamics [17, 18].
This basic picture of organic aerosol was relatively well developed by the end of
the 1990s. Chemical transport models were fed by inventories for POA emissions
from a wide array of sources, and those emissions were treated in a variety of
microphysics modules as effectively non-volatile and often chemically inert
particles [19, 20]. SOA models evolved from relatively primitive treatments that
simply converted a fixed fraction of VOC emissions into equally non-volatile
secondary material (for example 12% of monoterpene emissions) to more sophisticated “two-product” representations that treated the equilibrium partitioning of
surrogate species based on smog-chamber experiments [21–23]. Even today some
global-scale models represent SOA as a fixed non-volatile fraction of VOC
emissions [24, 25].
In most model representations of OA behavior, there was little if any consideration of long-term OA aging. With the realization that some OA could serve as
relatively efficient cloud condensation nuclei [26–28] and also that soluble salts
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such as ammonium sulfate would condense onto even the most hydrophobic
organic cores, many models added some form of ad hoc aging timescale, typically
converting a “hydrophobic” organic mode into a “hydrophilic” organic mode with a
fixed timescale (usually of order 2 days).
Recently this picture has been more or less turned upside down. We now
recognize that most POA emissions are actually fairly volatile, while SOA (at
least in the form found in the atmosphere) is not very volatile at all [29, 30].
There is some debate over the effective volatility of even “traditional” SOA formed
in smog-chamber experiments (called “chamber SOA” hereafter) [31], but it is also
clear that chamber SOA is often a poor match for the SOA observed in the
atmosphere. At the same time, recent papers have raised questions about the
physical state of OA particles. There is considerable evidence that some OA
particles may exist in a glassy or semi-solid state [32–34], and there is some
confusion about whether this glassy state invalidates the solution thermodynamics
treatments that have been developed to date (it does not) and debate over whether
the mixtures actually reach equilibrium (they may not).
Work in our groups over the past decade has focused on the hypothesis that the
coupling of gas-particle partitioning and gas-phase oxidation chemistry plays a
central role in the properties and evolution of organic aerosol in the atmosphere,
and that a very large fraction of all organic carbon atoms found in ambient particles
has been involved in gas-phase chemical reactions at some point during their stay in
the atmosphere. Volatility, in other words, plays a central role in the aging of
organic aerosol in the atmosphere.
This chapter will focus on the interplay between volatility and chemical aging as
it relates to organic aerosol. We shall emphasize the role of gas-phase oxidation
chemistry but address other mechanisms as well. That emphasis is not meant to
suggest that other aging mechanisms are unimportant, but rather that this one is
important. Many of those other processes are ably covered by other articles in this
volume.

2 Background
Of a total flux of non-methane reduced organic compounds into the atmosphere of
about 1,350 Tg year1 [35, 36], only 10% or so leads to organic aerosol [25, 37].
However, less than 1% of the primary organic emissions into the atmosphere have a
sufficiently low volatility to remain in the condensed phase under ambient
conditions, so SOA formation must be a huge part (90% or more) of the OA story
[38]. The straightforward fact is that only a small fraction of all organic compounds
(by mass) in the atmosphere have what it takes to stay on or in a particle. That
special property is low volatility, and most compounds acquire that low volatility
via chemical transformation in the atmosphere.
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It is important to develop a sense of scale for volatility. A typical OA concentration is of the order 1 mg m3 (a mass fraction of 1 ppbm) and, if the molar weight
of the SOA molecules averages 200 g mole1, the mole fraction of OA is roughly
100 ppt. If OA consisted of a single, pure organic compound and it had a saturation
vapor pressure of 107 Torr (1.3  105 Pa), that compound would be 50% in the
gas phase and 50% in the condensed phase at equilibrium under ambient conditions.
That is a good definition of a semi-volatile constituent. Compounds with this
saturation vapor pressure (over a sub-cooled liquid state) include pentacosane
(C25H52, the canonical paraffin) and glucose. Those are not molecules one normally
considers “semi volatile”; it is thus reasonable to expect standard intuition to be off
target when considering organic aerosol. Of course, OA particles are not pure but
rather contain thousands of different molecules, so mixing thermodynamics plays
an important role as well. Furthermore, paraffin and glucose are notably viscous, so
it is not necessarily surprising that viscosity effects may be important to OA
behavior.

2.1

Phase Partitioning Thermodynamics

The thermodynamics of semi-volatile phase partitioning for atmospheric OA
mixtures has been extensively treated in the literature [17, 18, 39, 40] and will
only briefly be reviewed here. We express the effective saturation concentration
Ci of an organic compound by converting its saturation vapor pressure into mass
concentration units and multiplying by the appropriate activity coefficient for the
organic mixture (this is the inverse of the partitioning coefficient used in some
formulations: Kp;i ¼ 1=Ci Þ: The general effect of a solution is to lower the
equilibrium partial pressure of a species from the equilibrium vapor pressure of
the pure species; if the fractional reduction in the partial pressure (the activity) is
equal to the fraction in the condensed phase, the solution is ideal and Raoult’s law
applies. One simplifying assumption is to treat the system as a “pseudo-ideal”
solution [23] in which the activity coefficients of individual compounds remain
more or less constant over ambient conditions, in which case Ci for a given
compound will remain constant as well.
The fundamental property of interest is the equilibrium fraction xi of a compound in the condensed phase (vs the total in the condensed and vapor phases).
With a total concentration of condensed-phase solute (often assumed to be the total
concentration of organic aerosol, COA), this is given very simply by
xi ¼ 1 þ Ci =COA

1

:

(1)

This is a straightforward equation. It is evident that when the total OA
concentration equals the saturation concentration of a constituent ðCi ¼ COA Þ ,
that constituent will be 50% in the condensed phase at equilibrium (xi ¼ 0.5).
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Furthermore, a constituent with Ci ¼ 0:1 COA will be ~90% in the condensed
phase while a constituent with Ci ¼ 10 COA will be only ~10% in the condensed
phase. There is thus a fairly narrow range of (extremely low) volatilities spanning
approximately a factor of 100 in C*, centered around COA, where a compound will
be “semi volatile.” Furthermore, this range varies with the aerosol loading – at
high COA of perhaps 100 mg m3 found in very polluted cities (or sourcedominated locations such as highway tunnels), the whole range of semi-volatiles
will be shifted by a factor of 100 toward higher volatility. Also, experiments with
significantly higher aerosol concentrations may not have phase partitioning consistent with the atmosphere. Until quite recently aerosol chamber experiments
were performed with hundreds to thousands of micrograms per cubic meter of
aerosol, resulting in phase partitioning very different from ambient conditions.
Emissions measurements are still routinely performed at these unrealistic
conditions.
There are at least three separate ways of treating partitioning for practical
application to atmospheric aerosol. One is to run a full thermodynamic model
containing an ensemble of specific molecules, while the other two are empirical.

2.1.1

Explicit Methods

Explicit methods seek to treat chemistry and thermodynamics with molecular
detail, either including as complete a set of compounds as possible [41] or
employing a reduced set of surrogate compounds to represent the full array of
atmospheric compounds [21]. In either case the thermodynamics for this model
system are treated as fully as possible, with individual vapor pressures and activity
coefficients for the mixture calculated using one of several thermodynamic schemes
[42–45]. A major challenge for this approach is the fact that the molecular composition of the vast majority of the OA mass is not known. However, when OA
composition is known or if it can be predicted, they do allow one to assess as
completely as possible the consistency of available data.
Recent studies on SOA derived from a-pinene are a good illustration of the
explicit methods. Simulations of a-pinene ozonolysis using detailed chemistry from
the Master Chemical Mechanism reproduce both SOA mass yields and the volatility distribution derived from chamber studies with good fidelity [46], though an
earlier simulation using similar MCM chemistry but different vapor pressure
estimation methods under-predicted SOA mass yields at low loading (COA < 10
mg m3) [47]. A tailored a-pinene oxidation mechanism also performs well in
comparison with chamber experiments [48]. A generative mechanism (GECKOA) applied to a-pinene photo-oxidation generally over-predicts SOA formation,
especially under low-NOx conditions [49]. None of those simulations modeled
additional condensed-phase oligomerization chemistry. While the modelmeasurement intercomparisons were in general good, the dual uncertainties of the
chemical mechanisms and vapor pressure estimation greatly complicated
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substantive intercomparisons, even when additional measurements such as oxidation state of the SOA were included [46, 49].

2.1.2

Empirical Methods

Empirical methods are based on fits of partitioning data (generally chamber
observations) to identify a set of pseudo-compounds with different abundances,
which can then be used to simulate the gas-particle partitioning of OA. A major
challenge with this approach is whether the properties of these pseudo-compounds
are constant as one extrapolates away from the conditions under which the experiment was conducted. To help minimize these errors, it is critical to condition the
partitioning experiments over as much atmospherically relevant space as possible.

N-Product Models
The most widely used empirical method is the “Odum two-product model” used to
interpret many chamber experiments and implemented widely in air-quality models
[23, 50]. When chamber SOA formation data are fitted to a two-product model, the
output parameters are two mass yield parameters and two partitioning coefficients
ðKp;i ¼ 1=Ci Þ, giving a total of four free parameters. The two pseudo-species are
not typically associated with any particular molecular products but rather regarded
as completely empirical objects. In general they split into a “low-volatility” and a
“high-volatility” product. One issue is that the recovered C* values are highly
dependent on the experimental dataset. The C* values recovered from data fitting
often coincide approximately with the range of measured COA values in the data, so
the volatility of the two pseudo products depends on the concentration range of the
experiments [51]. As an example, the C* value commonly used for isoprene SOA is
approximately 1 mg m3 [52], while the “low-volatility” C* value used until
recently for a-pinene SOA was higher, at 15 mg m3 [53, 54]. It would be surprising
if SOA derived from isoprene (with five carbons) were less volatile than SOA
derived from a-pinene (with ten carbons); however, because isoprene SOA
experiments produce much less SOA than a-pinene SOA experiments, the empirically derived product volatilities are skewed. This can have unexpected
consequences when the two systems are mixed in a model simulation, where the
presence of isoprene SOA will “seed” more volatile a-pinene SOA formation.
Reality is more likely to be the opposite of this.
Some of the deficiencies of the empirical two-product model can be eliminated
by adding information to a multiple product model. One solution is to map products
from chamber experiments onto a “carbon-number–polarity grid” based not only on
the empirically observed SOA mass but also expected product properties [55].
Chemical evolution could be described on the grid, enabling a sensible description
of aging.
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Fig. 1 Partitioning behavior of organics for 1 mg m3 of total organic aerosol (COA), shown as the
fraction in the condensed phase (x, height of bars and curve) vs saturation concentration (C*)

Volatility Basis Set
Another empirical approach is known as the “Volatility Basis Set” (VBS). Like the
two-product model, the VBS is empirical. However, the pseudo-product volatilities
are fixed over a wide range, with C* values typically separated by a single order of
magnitude at 300 K [40]. An example is shown in Fig. 1. In a VBS fit the free
parameters correspond to the different total concentrations (in any phase) in each
volatility “bin” (each pseudo product). Thus, a VBS fit to SOA data with C* bins at
1, 10, 100, and 1,000 mg m3 has the same number of formal degrees of freedom as
a two-product model, but there is a crucial difference. Because the VBS C* values
are fixed, the overall partitioning function (Eq. 1) is only sensitive to the volatility
of a given bin when COA is within about a single order of magnitude of the C* value
for that bin. The VBS parameters are thus relatively robust and independent of each
other (there is covariance among adjacent bins, however, and so data can often have
many equally good fits where material is divided differently among neighboring
bins [56]). VBS parameters can only be fitted to data over slightly more than the
range of COA values in a dataset – the extremes at lower or higher volatility must be
constrained by other means, such as an overall carbon balance. With those
constraints, a nine-bin VBS is often employed with C* ranging from 0.01 mg m3
to 106 mg m3 [38]. This spans the full range of fully condensed organics, semivolatile vapors, and “intermediate volatility” species and permits a good carbon
mass balance. Though this requires nine species for transport in a model, if all
organics form a pseudo-ideal solution the VBS fits from different OA sources can
easily be combined to predict overall partitioning for a mixture without the unexpected consequences sometimes emerging from the two-product model.
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Non-ideality
A downside of the empirical approaches is they give little insight into non-ideal
behavior of complex mixtures, including mixing effects of different organics (their
activity coefficients), interaction with water, and interaction with inorganic
constituents including salts and elemental carbon. These latter two types of
interactions typically involve significant extrapolation away from the conditions
of the experiments used to derive the fits. Unfortunately, there are very few direct
measurements of activity coefficients for relevant organic molecules over relevant
organic mixtures. It seems reasonable to expect seemingly similar OA, such as SOA
derived from different precursors, to interact in a more or less ideal fashion, and
indeed isotopic labeling experiments have confirmed this [57, 58]. However,
mixing of less similar organics, such as relatively non-polar POA and more polar
SOA, is less clear. Some experiments using non-polar organic “seeds” show little
enhancement in SOA formation over experiments employing inorganic seeds [59],
while other experiments directly observing mixing of SOA and POA by tracking
the evolution of different size modes using size-resolved mass spectrometry show
more nuanced behavior, with rapid mixing of semi-volatile POA into SOA seeds in
some cases but not in others [60].
While methods based on explicit surrogate molecules (or complete enumeration
of the organic mixture) can rely on calculated activity coefficients, the empirical
methods must rely on approximations. In two-product SOA schemes one approach
is to assume that generally similar classes of species mix with each other ideally
(for example all SOA pseudo-products), but to permit either ideal mixing or
complete phase separation of less similar constituents (for example SOA with
POA) [23]. More generally, the empirical methods contain very little information
about the molecular structure of OA constituents as they are based only on observed
gas-particle partitioning and total mass concentrations. This complicates
calculations not only of activity coefficients but also of important properties like
the organic mass to organic carbon ratio (OM:OC) or the closely related oxygen to
carbon ratio (O:C). Of course, composition information can be added based on
additional observations, as with the carbon-number–polarity grid described above
[61]. However, with the one-dimensional VBS there is an intrinsic problem:
compounds with similar volatility can be very different chemically. For example,
two compounds with a (sub-cooled liquid) saturation concentration near 10 mg m3
are tricosane (C23H48) and levoglucosan (C6H10O5). Each are important in the
atmosphere – tricosane is a constituent of lubricating oil [9] while levoglucosan
is an important tracer for wood burning because it is a cellulose pyrolysis product
[62] – but it is not surprising that lumping both into an identical bin in the 1D-VBS
could obscure critical differences in their behavior.
An important issue to consider is the consequence of non-ideality. Interactions
that enhance partitioning to the particle phase are important because they increase
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aerosol concentrations and also often shield organics from the gas-phase oxidation
discussed below. However, interactions that increase volatility will drive
compounds into the gas phase where they will likely be oxidized quickly. In
many cases the reaction products will return to the condensed phase, though on
different particles and in a higher oxidation state. It is thus essential that one
considers phase partitioning and aging together, and also that the coupled issues
be considered jointly when developing simplified parameterizations for complex
chemical transport models.

Two-Dimensional Volatility Space
A two-dimensional version of the VBS addresses the issues just described, including non-ideality and the substantial differences in species contained in a single bin
of the 1D-VBS [63, 64]. In addition, the two-dimensional volatility space (2DVBS) enables more realistic treatment of aging chemistry and important properties
such as hygroscopicity. The second dimension is formally the average oxidation
state of carbon (OSC) described in Kroll et al. [65], which is related to the oxygen to
carbon ratio (for “normally” bonded molecules, OSC ¼ 2 O:C – H:C). Figure 2a
shows the average molecular composition (carbon number, nC; hydrogen number
nH; oxygen number nO) in this space and also the approximate O:C for typical
ambient aerosol composition [66]. Also shown are the measured saturation
concentrations and OSC for tricosane and levoglucosan. This shows that the
approximate formulae given by the contours are not far off from observations,
that these seemingly non-volatile species are in fact quite volatile by atmospheric
standards, and that in the 2D space these quite different species are well separated
even though their volatilities are nearly identical.
The x axis in the 2D-VBS is formally the pure-component saturation concentration Co rather than the effective saturation concentration C*, which includes the
activity coefficient: C* ¼ gCo. A simplifying assumption in the 2D-VBS is that
the activity coefficient is a function of the average O:C of the OA as well as
the properties of the individual organic solute [63]. Figure 2b shows g as an
example for a case where the O:C of the bulk OA is 0.5 (typical of fairly fresh
oxidized organic aerosol (OOA) in an urban setting [67]). In this case the contours
are for different pseudo species (or bins) in the 2D-VBS. For example, a species
with a Co of 1 mg m3 and an O:C of 0.1 would have g ¼ 10 (the last contour
shown), meaning C* ¼ 10 mg m3 for that particular mixture. The notable thing in
Fig. 2b is that the predicted activity coefficients are mostly very close to 1, with the
exception of very reduced material in the paraffin range typically associated with
POA emissions. This confirms that most SOA species (with elevated O:C) will tend
to form a nearly ideal solution with each other and only the semi-volatile POA
species will tend to either phase separate into a distinct condensed phase or else
have a higher partial pressure and thus partition toward the gas phase.
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Fig. 2 (a) Organic aerosol composition in 2D space defined by pure component saturation
concentration (Co) and average carbon oxidation state (OSC). Solid black lines extending from
lower left to upper right are average carbon number (nC). Solid green curves bending from top to
lower left are average oxygen number (nO). Dashed blue curves bending from bottom to upper left
are average hydrogen number (nH). Measured saturation concentrations for tricosane (C23H48,
gray circle) and levoglucosan (C6H10O5, brown circle) are shown as well. Both are semi volatile
under ambient conditions. (b) Activity coefficients of organics in an organic solution with an
average O:C ¼ 0.5 (typical of fresh SOA or urban conditions). Contours are spaced by 0.5 and
extend to 10.0. Values in the lower left of the space (occupied by compounds typically constituting
POA) are much larger than 10.0

Temperature Dependence
The temperature dependence of saturation concentrations can be approximated to
first order by an Arrhenius type equation resembling the Clausius Clapeyron
equation [40, 68]:


Co ðTÞ ¼ Co ð300Þ exp DHvap =Rð1=300  1=T Þ :

(2)

In the VBS formalism the effect of changing temperature is to shift the C* (or Co)
values of the bins. The bins themselves shift with temperature – one does not
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repartition material from one bin to another. This is straightforward [40, 69]. The
exact DHvap for organic compounds remain a topic of some debate, but for a DHvap
near 100 kJ mole1, a temperature change of 20 K results in a one-decade shift in a
volatility bin.

2.2

Dynamics of Condensation and Evaporation

The equilibrium thermodynamics described above applies to all systems, but a key
question is whether atmospheric systems actually reach that equilibrium. Furthermore, equilibrium phase partitioning says little about what size particles organic
compounds end up on. The dynamics of organic condensation and evaporation have
recently gained renewed attention for several reasons. First, it is clear that in many
environments organic condensation plays a critical role in the growth of freshly
nucleated particles up to diameters of 100 nm or so [70–75], where they can
influence cloud physics by acting as cloud condensation nuclei. Because the
timescale for growth of these ultrafine particles is similar to the production and
loss timescales of the condensable vapors, a dynamic treatment is required. Second,
there is also growing evidence that many particles containing OA may be in a
highly viscous (glassy) state [32–34]. For particle growth, the net condensation
rate of organics to particles is critical because that controls the growth rate.
For glassy particles, diffusion limitations within particles may be rate limiting
in condensation and growth, potentially preventing semi-volatile organics from
reaching equilibrium on atmospherically relevant timescales [31]. In-particle
diffusion limitations could cause apparent mass accommodation coefficients well
below unity.
The VBS provides a convenient framework for organic dynamics in addition to
equilibrium partitioning because equilibrium is a balance between condensation (the
molecular flux from the gas to the particle phase) and evaporation (the molecular flux
from the particle phase to the gas). The difference between the vapor concentrations
at the particle surface and far away from it serves as a driving force for net
condensation or evaporation. Because the particle surface is usually assumed to be
in equilibrium with the gas phase adjacent to it, evaporation depends explicitly on
volatility. Condensation on the other hand depends only on the collision rate of
molecules with the surface and so it is first order independent of volatility. The
volatility of organic compounds thus affects the aerosol growth dynamics specifically
through its influence on the evaporation term in the driving force for mass transport.
It can be shown that the intrinsic growth or evaporation rate associated with a
given organic volatility is given by vD Ci where the characteristic velocity vD is
226 nm h1/(mg m3) [75]. This is modified by three important terms – the mass
accommodation coefficient, a, the surface-energy (Kelvin) term for particles smaller
than 50 nm or so, and the Fuchs term for gas-phase diffusion limitations in the
boundary layer around a particle for particles larger than 50 nm or so (with Knudsen
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numbers Kn  1). Barring other limitations, the evaporation rate (in nanometers per
hour) for a pure particle with a gas-phase concentration Cvap
i held at 0 is thus given by


ddp =dt ¼ F dp K dp Ci ai vD :

(3)

This corresponds to a volume evaporation rate from a spherical particle of


dV=dt ¼ 1=2pdp2 F dp K dp Ci ai vD :

(4)

Given a volume V ¼ 1=6pdp3 , we can define a timescale for mass transfer via
condensation or evaporation from a particle as te ¼ V/(dV/dt), or


1
te ¼ 3F dp K dp Ci ai vD dp :

(5)

This timescale for a given species is independent of the fraction of that species
present in an ideal organic mixture, but it is based on the limit of little net diameter
change (evaporation of a pure particle will be quicker because the expression must
be integrated down to zero volume). The timescale as a function of d0 is shown in
Fig. 3 for unit mass accommodation and pure particles made up of constituents with
different C* values. The central bold curve is for C* ¼ 1 mg m3. Actual equilibration timescales will differ from this characteristic evaporation timescale; the exact
timescale for equilibration of compounds in particles containing organic mixtures
will depend on the extent of growth or evaporation required for a mixed particle to
reach equilibrium. This in turn depends on the number concentration of particles
because that dictates the total mass exchange between condensed and vapor phases,
and for low volatility species equilibration timescales are often controlled by the
condensational timescale, which can be faster than the evaporation timescale [76,
77]. Regardless, the intrinsic evaporation timescale for C* ¼ 1 mg m3 organics in
200 nm diameter particles is very nearly 1 h. Timescales for more or less volatile
compounds can be found simply by multiplying these values by C* in mg m3, as
shown by the parallel curves for different C* bins. For example, in a typical SOA
formation experiment from a-pinene in which 100–1,000 mg m3 of SOA is
formed, both VBS and two-product fits of product volatilities suggest that much
of the SOA consists of species with volatilities also in the 100–1,000 mg m3 range.
One would thus expect these SOA particles to evaporate substantially in 30 s to
6 min if the gas phase were forced to remain free of vapors.
There are at least three reasons why an evaporation timescale could be longer
than the intrinsic value shown in Fig. 3. First, the actual mass accommodation
coefficient a for the compound could be less than 1 [78, 79]. Mass accommodation
is defined as the fraction of vapor collisions with the surface of a particle that wind up
adsorbed onto that surface as opposed to more or less immediately rebounding from
the surface. There is some debate for light molecules such as water as to whether a
must be unity or whether it may be as low as 0.04 [80–84], and the average a for CO2
from perfluoronated polyether (PFPE) is also approximately 0.5 [85]. Values of
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Fig. 3 Characteristic evaporation timescales for organics vs particle diameter for a series of
volatilities (C*) defined by contours. Organics with C* ¼ 1 mg m3 in a 200-nm particle will
evaporate in approximately 1 h if mass accommodation is perfect and diffusion within the particle
is more rapid than 1 h

0.1  a  1 seem plausible and have been reported for pure systems [86]. Lower
values seem unlikely. However, even the meaning of a at a molecular level is not
firmly established and so non-unit accommodation coefficients must remain under
consideration. Regardless of the exact value, at any given time the accommodation
and evaporation coefficients for a molecule must be the same, or else the physical
process responsible for changing a would instead really be changing the C* value
itself.
The second possibility for slower evaporation is diffusion limitations within the
particle itself, or possibly slow annealing of a particle to its equilibrium morphology (as in Ostwald’s ripening). In this case the surface composition would not
reflect the average composition of the particle. Glassy particles typify this possibility. The timescale for diffusive mixing of a constituent in a spherical particle is
tm ¼ dp2/(4p23,600 D) [87], where D in cm2 s1 is the diffusion constant of that
constituent in the particle, and tm is again expressed in h. Just as we use 1 mg m3 as
a characteristic volatility, we shall use 200 nm as a characteristic diameter (200 nm2
is 4  1010 cm2). Given these constraints, a 1-h or greater mixing timescale in a
200 nm diameter particle requires a diffusion constant (for the diffusing constituent
in the mixture) of D  1014 cm2 s1. Alternately, it has been suggested that a thin
coating of very viscous material on particles may inhibit organic mass transfer of
higher volatility molecules to the particle surface, thus slowing or preventing
evaporation [31]. Assuming a coating thickness of 10 nm, the diffusion coefficient
of the evaporating molecules in this crust would have to be D  3  1016 cm2 s1
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for the timescale to exceed 1 h. These are very low numbers, and no direct
measurements of molecules/mixtures with such low binary diffusivities exist.
Koop et al. [34] report that the primary predictor for the glass transition temperature
in organics (indicative of D  1020 cm2 s1) is the molecular weight, followed by
the degree of oxygenation (i.e., molecular polarity). Compounds with glass transition temperatures of 300 K are tricarboxylic acids with molecular weights of order
200 g/mole. Extension to D(T) for mixtures containing much less polar constituents
remains unclear.
A third factor potentially influencing evaporation timescales of organic
compounds is the presence of weakly bound oligomeric species or organic salts
with dissociation lifetimes greater than the evaporation timescale. Even a weakly
bound species, with a binding energy of 100 kJ mole1 and a unimolecular
dissociation A factor of 1014 s1, would have a 1-h dissociation timescale at
300 K. Alone among these confounding factors, thermal decomposition can easily
lead to an evaporation timescale that is independent of particle size; if the decomposition itself is the rate-limiting step for particle evaporation, the timescale will be
fixed by the chemistry and not a mass-transfer limitation.

3 Evidence for Volatility in Atmospheric Aerosol
There is compelling evidence that a significant fraction of OA constituents are
semi-volatile, with dynamic gas-particle partitioning under atmospheric conditions.
However, the evidence also suggests that volatility is greatest near source regions,
where aerosol is “fresh” [69, 88]. This is consistent with the hypothesis that
chemical aging generally reduces, or really “resolves” volatility, driving semivolatile species either toward relatively stable lower volatility products or toward
highly volatile, highly oxidized small organic molecules (and ultimately CO2).

3.1

Volatility of Primary Organic Aerosol

Despite the historical tendency of models to represent POA as a non-volatile
mixture, there is longstanding and compelling evidence that POA emissions are
substantially semi-volatile. The evidence comes in two major forms. First, both
volatility-based chromatography and molecular elucidation of emissions profiles
for various sources show clearly that most POA emissions span a wide range of C*
values and that most of those are 1 mg m3 [89, 90]. This is often simply a
consequence of the properties of the parent materials for the emissions, such as
lubricating oil. Second, when the gas-particle equilibrium is perturbed, either via
isothermal dilution or via heating, POA particles shrink.
The second characteristic of primary organic emissions is that they tend to be
relatively reduced. Using the average carbon oxidation state as a measure [65], most
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Fig. 4 Oxidation of a motor oil mixture by OH radicals in a smog chamber, followed by thermal
desorption gas chromatograms (TAG) taken every hour. Carbon numbers in the chromatogram are
registered to typical saturation concentrations. More volatile organics (nC < 28) are removed
more rapidly, indicating that gas-phase oxidation dominates the removal

but not all primary organic emissions have an OSC  1.5. This has significant
consequences for aging chemistry, but in practical terms it also means that the
emissions are relatively nonpolar and thus relatively easy to elute from standard
gas-chromatograph columns.
As just one example of volatility separation, in Fig. 4 we show chromatograms
of nebulized motor oil particles from an experiment in the CMU smog chamber
using a thermal-desorption aerosol gas-chromatography (TAG) system [91],
registered in the 1D-VBS. The figure shows two things. First, the red trace
shows the initial chromatogram from oil droplets at COA ~ 10 mg m3. Only
hydrocarbons with nC  23 appear in the condensed phase because the more
volatile constituents evaporate once the droplets are diluted to low concentrations
in the chamber. Second, the experiment involved subsequent exposure to OH
radicals, and the series of colored traces show chromatograms of non-polar
material for each hour [92, 93]. Clearly, the more volatile fraction of the motor
oil decayed much more rapidly than the less volatile fraction. The experiments
showed simultaneous buildup of secondary oxidized organics on the particles
[93]. This is consistent with gas-phase oxidation of vapors from that volatile
fraction causing evaporation to compensate for the gas-phase loss, while heterogeneous oxidation of the less volatile constituents via OH uptake is evidently
much slower [92].
Isothermal dilution consistently reveals that POA particles are semi-volatile
[90]. Specifically, when POA samples are diluted, the particles shrink. They shrink
because the gas-phase dilution lowers the partial pressure of vapors over the
particles, and the particles respond to this perturbation by evaporating to raise
the partial pressure of those vapors back to equilibrium. Analyses of POA dilution
data suggest that a large fraction of the POA mass falls in the 1–1,000 mg m3
range [56, 94].
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Evaporation upon heating can complement isothermal dilution. Most POA
species are saturated and so are relatively inert and thermally stable; heating is
thus unlikely to induce chemistry. Consequently, shrinking on heating in a
thermodenuder is unambiguous evidence that the condensed-phase species in a
POA particle are semi-volatile. An extra uncertainty associated with
thermodenuders is the vaporization enthalpy of the organics [68]; however, as
discussed above, a temperature change of 20 K corresponds roughly to an order
of magnitude change in C* (also a change in nC of 2 corresponds to an order of
magnitude change in C*). Most POA emissions evaporate quite readily in a
thermodenuder [56]. For example, lubricating oil such as that shown in Fig. 4
evaporates almost completely when heated by 40 K, and one can see that a shift in
the (unreacted) mode from nC ¼ 26.5 to 30.5 should indeed correspond by substantial evaporation.
Several studies of primary particles near sources such as roadways [95] and fires
[96] have also established that primary particles tend to shrink as they are isothermally diluted during dispersion downwind of a concentrated source [97, 98].
The bottom line is that emissions from (typically high-temperature) POA
sources such as internal combustion engines, wood burning, and food preparation
are all characterized by constituents with a broad range of volatilities, a large
fraction of which have C* > 1 mg m3 [90]. Consequently, most of these emissions,
even those with vapor pressures many orders of magnitude lower than traditional
“volatile organic carbon,” will be in the gas phase very soon after emission (in
seconds to minutes). The subsequent gas-phase chemistry of those vapors is thus
one form of aging to consider in organic-aerosol evolution.

3.2

Volatility of Secondary Organic Aerosol

Somewhat ironically given the history of SOA and POA, SOA volatility is a more
complicated topic than POA volatility. The principal reason is that SOA species are
by definition products of reactions in the atmosphere, and many product compounds
are themselves highly reactive. In addition, more oxidized organic species tend to
be more polar than their reduced precursors and thus more difficult to sample using
separation techniques. Furthermore, the added functionality associated with
oxygenation opens up a vast space of potential chemical species, rendering complete speciation of a sample practically impossible [65]. In spite of this, there is
every reason to believe that most SOA (especially “fresh” SOA) has a significant
amount of semi-volatile mass.
Because of their comparatively large flux to the atmosphere [99], terpenes have
long been a major focus of SOA-formation experiments [15]. Significant effort has
been expended on speciating SOA, and while the complete mass has not been
elucidated, many important product species have been identified [100, 101].
For example, with a-pinene SOA many C10 products have been identified, and
their C* values range from roughly 1 to > 1,000 mg m3 [46, 49]. Recently,
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two-dimensional chromatography has been employed to combine volatility and
polarity separation in a manner highly complementary to the 2D-VBS described
above. 2D-GC can be mapped onto the 2D-VBS and, for example, a substantial
amount of the eluted material from SOA formed via the longifolene + ozone
reaction falls in the 0.1–10 mg m3 range, with O:C varying systematically from
about 0.25 at the low C* end to about 0.1 at the high C* end [102]. Longifolene is a
sesquiterpene (C15H24), and the observed C*–O:C range is consistent with the range
expected for product molecules with 12–15 carbons seen in Fig. 1a.
Less volatile compounds have been observed from terpene-ozone SOA as well,
including C20 and larger “oligomers” [103–105] and very low volatility
organosulfates [106]. It remains unclear what fraction of the SOA mass is
comprised of these less volatile species, but estimates range from 1/3 to 1/2
[105]. It is also not clear whether the majority of oligomers are formed irreversibly
or whether they are in equilibrium with monomer species [107]. What is clear is that
a substantial fraction of the SOA mass consists of semi-volatile monomeric species,
and one thus expects phase partitioning to play a major role in their behavior.
Indeed, absorptive partitioning theory [18] played a critical role in the interpretation of SOA chamber data, making sense of a confusing disarray of mass yield
data [17]. Specifically, partitioning theory explains the general tendency for mass
yields to increase with increasing total OA concentrations. In Fig. 5 we show mass
yield data for the a-pinene + ozone reaction along with a representation of the
rising yields with increasing COA. In this figure COA (in micrograms per cubic
meter) is plotted on the same axis as C* (also in micrograms per cubic meter). The
concentration range over which mass yields rise sharply is the concentration range
where the bulk of the products lie – in this case C*  1 mg m3. An extremely
important caveat is that this partitioning analysis is only valid if the overall product
distribution (including the condensed and vapor phases) remains constant during a
chamber experiment, so that only thermodynamics and not chemical aging governs
the amount of material that partitions into the particle phase (in other words, COA
responds to the amount of identical products being produced and not to changes in
the product and volatility distribution over the course of a reaction). The very small
mass yields at very low COA pose a challenge to quantitative treatment of the
oligomerization reactions described above, as even at fairly low COA particles in
chamber experiments are quite stable, maintaining a constant diameter over many
hours [101] and thus showing no clear evidence (no increase of SOA mass) of any
slow chemical reactions that might slowly alter the volatility distribution.
To be truly consistent with partitioning theory, particles must also shrink upon
dilution, much like POA described above. Different experiments have confirmed
that a-pinene + ozone SOA particles do evaporate upon dilution, but not in the
minute or so suggested by the volatility distribution in Fig. 5 and the timescales in
Fig. 3. Rather, particles relax back to equilibrium after dilution over hours [31, 108],
though they do eventually reach the size predicted from equilibrium partitioning
theory [108]. This delay is consistent with some phenomenon slowing evaporation
by at least a factor of 100. Potential causes for this delay include dissociation of
weakly bound oligomers [108] or slowed diffusion in the particles themselves
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Fig. 5 SOA mass yields from a-pinene ozonolysis vs total SOA mass (COA). Increasing mass
fractions with increasing COA are consistent with progressive partitioning of more volatile
products at higher loadings, as shown

[31, 108]. A recent study [31] reports that size selected a-pinene + ozone SOA
particles at dp ¼ 160 and 250 nm showed nearly identical evaporation behavior,
whereas the timescales in Fig. 3 are a factor of 2 different. That is consistent with a
dissociation timescale being rate limiting as opposed to pure evaporation.
A final element in the evidence supporting a substantially semi-volatile
nature for most “fresh” SOA comes from thermodenuders. As with POA, SOA
formed in smog chambers evaporates quite readily in thermodenuders [109–113].
Quantitative analysis (inverting thermodenuder data to find a volatility distribution)
is difficult because of several confounding factors. These include uncertainties in
DHvap as well as the mass accommodation coefficient [69, 77]. An extra cause of
concern with SOA, unlike POA, is the potential for the SOA to change chemically
when it is heated [68]. However, with significant evaporation of chamber-derived
“fresh” SOA mass after only 40 K of heating, thermodenuder data are certainly
consistent with a substantial fraction of the SOA mass from chamber experiments
being semi volatile [110, 114].
Ambient SOA, or at least the highly-oxygenated OOA, generally loses much less
mass in thermodenuders [29, 69, 115] than fresh SOA, suggesting that it is much
less volatile. Inversions using a VBS framework find a very broad distribution of C*
values for OOA constituents, suggesting (along with the high degree of oxidation)
that OOA has undergone substantial oxidative aging in the atmosphere [64, 69].

3.2.1

Do OA Particles Form Mixtures?

In order for mixing thermodynamics to apply, an OA particle must actually be
mixed. There are compelling reasons to believe this is so but also some reasons
to question whether the mixing is complete. This question really splits into two
questions: is the equilibrium for OA constituents a uniform mixture and, if so, do
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ambient particles relax to that equilibrium more rapidly than they are transported or
lost?
There is little doubt that most organic compounds in ambient particles exist in
some form of mixture, simply because the particles are composed of an enormous
number of different molecules. In the most extreme cases a single constituent can
make up as much as 10% of some ambient particles (for example levoglucosan near
some fire plumes or certain isoprene oligoesters in very isoprene-rich environments) [116, 117]. However, in most cases the most abundant identified constituent
in OA samples comprises less than 1% of the total OA mass. Consequently most
organic molecules in most particles are far more likely to be solvated by and
interacting with many different molecules with a variety of carbon chain lengths,
branching structures, and numbers and types of functional groups. This is one
reason why crystallization seems highly unlikely for most particles and consequently why the mixing thermodynamics are developed for amorphous mixtures
(thus employing the sub-cooled liquid vapor pressure as the starting point for
partial-pressure calculations) [18]. This also provides information on experimental
design, especially relating to organic “seeds” for SOA formation that might promote condensation via absorptive partitioning. High fractions of any individual
seed species will enhance the probability that a separate (potentially crystalline)
“seed phase” will form in an experiment, while more realistic seed mixtures will be
less vulnerable to such phase separation.
A second factor favoring mixtures is that most OA constituents arrive in a
particle via condensation. The organic condensation rate in the boundary layer
under many conditions is roughly 1–10 nm h1 [73]. Near sources there will be
(sometimes concurrent) evaporation and condensation of POA species, and both
near and far from sources there will be condensation of oxidized secondary
molecules as well as uptake of oxidants. Furthermore, in many cases important
inorganic species such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and ammonia are condensing
(and in the latter two cases evaporating) from particles simultaneously. Perhaps
most importantly, as relative humidity (RH) varies, the activity of water in a particle
will vary as well. Above about 90% RH, more than half of the volume of most
particles will be water, and this water will form an extremely high ionic strength
aqueous phase incorporating at least some of the more soluble organic molecules
(and even the “hydrophobic” residual organic phase may include significant water).
Under many circumstances air parcels move vertically through the boundary layer
in minutes, and consequently they cycle through a wide RH range (often including
saturation if a cloud layer is present) [118].
If the organic mixture does indeed form a single phase at equilibrium, then the
conditions for complete equilibration require equal composition in each particle.
Actually attaining this equilibrium requires mass exchange, which in turn can occur
only through coagulation (which is not really an exchange mechanism) or interparticle mass transfer (condensation–evaporation) [39]. Strict equilibration would
require that all species be present in (the organic fraction of) all particles in equal
abundances; however, we can also define a “volatility equilibrium” in which
particles are neither growing nor shrinking because their “volatility composition”
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is equilibrated even though their exact composition is not. Specifically, within the
VBS the mass fraction of each VBS bin represented in each particle would be the
same, so the fraction of semi-volatiles in each particle would be the same. A trivial
example of this is a suspension of single-component particles in which some
particles have an isotopic label. The particles would be at all times in volatility
equilibrium and there would be no driving force for a net mass change, and yet to
reach full equilibrium the isotopic composition of each particle would need to
become identical, driven by the entropy of mixing.
The concept of volatility equilibration is important when considering very low
volatility constituents in particles. The timescale for equilibration of extremely low
volatility molecules via net condensation approaches infinity; the molecules will
simply never leave their initial particles. However, the more volatile molecules in a
mixture can still attain volatility equilibrium by independently establishing equal
activity over all particles long before the less volatile constituents have been able to
equilibrate. The overall timescale for this process may be complex as different
constituents evolve simultaneously.

Condensation, Aging, and Mixing
Mixing for atmospheric aerosol essentially always involves some form of condensational uptake to particles. A unique characteristic of condensational uptake is that
it is proportional to the (modified) surface area of particles and not their volume
(“modified” refers to the Fuchs correction for gas-phase diffusion for larger
particles with Kn ≲ 1, which reduces the effective surface area for condensation).
Because the surface area to volume ratio of particles increases as their diameter
decreases, condensation tends to have a larger effect on smaller particles, when
measured on a mass (or volume) basis. The concept of “surface limited” vs “volume
limited” aging has been used before to diagnose different processes in aerosol
evolution [119]. However, condensation also tends to drive mixtures out of equilibrium, as the volume fraction of condensing vapors will grow more rapidly for
smaller particles than for larger particles. This can be a very useful diagnostic of
mixing effects in particles. As an example of “pure condensation” we shall discuss
condensation of SOA from the a-pinene + ozone reaction onto pre-existing ammonium sulfate “seed” particles, and then we shall discuss two other cases with more
interesting mixing effects.
The condensation rate of organics to a particle surface is given by Eq. 3,
multiplied by the saturation ratio of the organic vapors ðS ¼ Ci ðgasÞ=Ci Þ [75]. In
Fig. 6 we show the theoretical condensation of organic vapors to inert seeds with an
initial lognormal mass mode centered at 300 nm and a Gaussian width of 0.2. The
vapors condense onto the inert seeds in proportion to the diffusion-modified seed
surface area. The figure shows the initial and final total aerosol size distributions
(dashed curves) as well as the final mass distribution of condensed organics and
inert seeds (labeled “sulfate” because we tend to use ammonium sulfate for seeds).
In the final distribution the condensed organics strongly favor the smaller particles.
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Fig. 6 Calculated condensational growth of organics onto inert (sulfate) seeds, shown as mass
distributions vs log of particle diameter. Initial seeds are shown as a dashed red Gaussian centered
at 300 nm. The final total size distribution is shown as a dashed blue curve. The final sulfate mass
distribution is shown as a solid red curve, shifted to a 370-nm mode because of organic condensation. The final organic mass distribution is shown as a solid green curve. The organic mass mode
after condensation is at 270 nm because condensation (of organics in this case) strongly favors
smaller particles with larger surface area to volume and less inhibition from gas-phase diffusion.
Because the organics and sulfate do not form a mixture, the final composition (organic:sulfate) is a
strong function of particle diameter

This weighting toward smaller sizes of a purely condensational process is characteristic of the interaction between condensing vapors and an inert seed (or of
completely non-volatile condensation). It is what drives “condensational
narrowing” [120] which is evident in the distorted final distributions in the simulation. In either case the composition of the particles is a strong function of size: in
Fig. 6 the 200-nm particles are more than 80% organic, while the 500-nm particles
are less than 20% organic; if the particles comprised a single condensed phase they
would be far out of equilibrium.
Many SOA formation experiments use inorganic seed particles to encourage
condensation onto suspended particles instead of chamber walls [121]. Often the
assumption in these experiments is that the inorganic seeds do not influence the
SOA mass yields, and mass-yield data confirm this assumption [122]. In Fig. 7 we
show size-resolved mass spectra obtained using an aerosol mass spectrometer in
particle time of flight (pToF) mode for SOA formed from the toluene + OH
reaction and condensed onto dried ammonium sulfate seeds at 15% RH from
experiments reported in Hildebrandt et al. [123]. The pToF data show exactly the
features expected for condensation onto inert seeds. Very similar data are shown in
Prisle et al. [124] for SOA formed from a-pinene + ozone. It is worth noting that
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Fig. 7 Measured organic (green) and sulfate (red) mass distributions from Aerosol Mass Spectrometer particle time of flight (AMS pToF) data. Data are for SOA from toluene oxidation in the
presence of ammonium sulfate seeds. Observations closely follow predictions shown in Fig. 6

ambient particles often do not show this displacement between organics and sulfate
because both the organics and sulfate accumulate via condensation, often more or
less simultaneously. How particles anneal to a phase-separated morphology with
distinct inorganic and organic phases (if indeed this is the equilibrium state [125,
126]) remains unclear.
The situation is very different when organics mix with each other. In Fig. 8
we show AMS pToF data from a mixing experiment first reported by Asa Awuku
et al. [60]. In this case POA from a diesel engine was injected into a chamber
containing SOA from a-pinene + ozone. As shown in the top panel, the POA
initially appeared as a distinct mode with ion fragments characteristic of primary
emissions and a modal diameter significantly smaller than the SOA particles.
Within 5 min the distinct POA mode vanished and the characteristic ion fragments
migrated to the SOA mode, as shown in the lower panel. This clearly indicates that
relatively volatile POA evaporated and re-condensed into the SOA, with the lower
activity of the POA species in the SOA particles acting as a thermodynamic driving
force for the mixing. There were, however, strong indications that the mixing was
non-ideal. Both composition and concentration influenced these effects. Specifically, an injection of motor-oil droplets similar to the diesel POA remained stable
for hours as a distinct mode while the diesel POA quickly mixed with the SOA
seeds. The activity coefficients of the oil vapors were thus significantly greater than
1 in the SOA particles, so at some finite concentration of POA species in the SOA
(and vice versa, though the mass spectra did not show this directly) the suspension
became stable, with two distinct condensed phases present [60]. Also, the rapid
(5 min) mixing of a significant quantity of POA into the SOA particles clearly
shows that (in this case at least) diffusion of the POA species into the SOA was not a
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Fig. 8 Measured AMS pToF distributions for diesel POA particles injected into a smog chamber
containing SOA from a-pinene ozonolysis. POA particles are evident as a distinct mode at 180 nm
for only 5 min (upper panel) after which they vanish into the SOA seeds (initially at 300 nm,
ultimately at 400 nm, lower panel). Both the timing and coincident size distributions of the
ultimate particle distribution confirm that mixing of POA into SOA occurred via evaporation of
fresh POA and subsequent condensation and full (volume) mixing into the SOA seeds

significant impediment; the lack of complete mixing in some cases likely indicates
non-ideality as opposed to delayed equilibration.
A final example involves gas-phase aging chemistry. In Fig. 9 we show two
pToF spectra from semi-volatile diesel oxidation experiments described elsewhere
[127–129]. In these experiments, diesel emissions were diluted to near ambient
levels and then exposed to photolytically generated OH radicals [128]. The pToF
data are shown for two key ion fragments, m/z ¼ 57 and 44, which are traditionally
indicative of reduced (“hydrocarbon like”) POA and oxidized SOA [130]. In these
experiments the total OA concentrations more than doubled in 5 h due to SOA
formation. The figure reveals that the m/z ¼ 44 marker characteristic of the SOA
remained locked into the mode characteristic of the POA defined by m/z ¼ 57, even
as the m/z ¼ 44 abundance increased due to condensation. Data are shown just
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Fig. 9 SOA production on diesel seed particles. SOA formed from photooxidation of diesel vapors
shown by increasing mass fraction of m/z ¼ 44 (largely CO2+, pink) fragment, left scale vs m/
z ¼ 57 (largely C4H9+, gray) fragment, right scale. The horizontal arrows point toward each axis at
a constant y value in the two panels to illustrate the extent of condensation by SOA. Concurrent
diameter growth shows that condensation and evaporation maintain equal mass fractions of more
reduced and more oxidized organic species in all particles, independent of size

before oxidation and after 1 h of photochemistry, but the OOA mode never lagged
behind the POA mode in the manner characteristic of condensation to inert seeds
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The evidence is thus strong that the POA and SOA formed a
mixture throughout the diesel oxidation experiment.
To maintain the equal mixing shown in Fig. 9, condensation alone is not
sufficient; the only way to keep the volume (mass) distributions of species constant
during a period of strong condensational growth is via net condensation, meaning
that some species also evaporate significantly from relatively enriched particles
and re-condense on relatively depleted ones. From these data there is no way to
tell whether it was the POA or the SOA species (or both) evaporating and
recondensing, only that this surely occurred with more or less complete volume
mixing on a timescale faster than the growth (faster than 1 h or so). However, if
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the mixing experiment shown in Fig. 6 and the calculations shown in Fig. 3 offer
any indication, it is likely that the POA vapors were largely responsible for this
equilibration.

4 Aging
The previous example brings us to aging. Here “aging” refers to chemical aging – in
other words chemical reactions that alter the composition of an organic aerosol.
There are at least five modes of aging: gas-phase oxidation of organic vapors,
heterogeneous uptake of oxidants, condensed-phase reactions among organics,
acid–base reactions involving organics, and aqueous reactions involving organics.
As discussed in the introduction, the focus of this work is largely on gas-phase
aging.

4.1

Gas-Phase Oxidation

Gas-phase chemistry is a key player in organic-aerosol evolution. We shall discuss
organic oxidation chemistry first because this is a homogenous process. There are
no circumstances where it will not happen – no diffusion limitations or other
inhibiting phenomena. If an organic compound is oxidized in the gas phase and
an oxidation product has a sufficiently low C*, that product will condense to a
particle when it collides with it. Thus, when we consider gas-phase oxidation we are
interested principally in the volatility distribution of the reaction products as well as
their composition. All increases in OA mass due to gas-phase chemistry can be
called “secondary organic aerosol” (SOA) because the reaction products are secondary molecules and the aerosol mass increases, so the added mass is secondary
mass. These topics have been extensively covered in numerous publications and
reviews, and so we shall touch only briefly on key issues here. For historical and
practical reasons we shall split our discussion between SOA formed from volatile
precursors (sometimes called “traditional” SOA) and SOA formed from less volatile precursors (one class of so-called “non-traditional” SOA). Hydrocarbon oxidation is an inexorable process proceeding from a highly reduced primary compound
(often relatively volatile) ultimately to CO2 (also highly volatile) [65]; however,
intermediates in this process can have extremely low vapor pressures.

4.1.1

VOC Secondary Organic Aerosol

SOA from VOCs has a long history [15, 17, 51] and is also discussed elsewhere in
this volume. The key finding relevant to a broader aging discussion is that products
of gas-phase oxidation reactions can have lower C* than the precursor. A recent
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focus has been to conserve carbon when parameterizing an SOA formation process,
i.e., in a VBS formulation

VOC þ Ox ! ai Ci ;
where {ai} is a set of carbon mass yields (i.e., micrograms per cubic meter of OC
formed for 1 mg m3 of VOC consumed). The total OA mass can then be obtained
with some added information – specifically OM:OCi, the ratio of organic mass to
organic carbon within each product bin. This can be estimated from loadingdependent composition (C:H:O) measurements during SOA formation [131] and
is directly constrained within a 2D formulation of the VBS that includes composition information as a second dimension [63, 64].
The relevant issue here is that many analyses suggest that much of the SOA mass
is semi volatile, as discussed above. In addition, because the SOA mass yields are
generally well below 1, it is clear than many other reaction products are lower in
volatility than the precursor but too volatile to influence the SOA mass. All of those
vapors are in play for subsequent later-generation aging chemistry.

4.1.2

IVOC and SVOC Secondary Organic Aerosol

Intermediate volatility organics (IVOCs) are much less volatile than VOCs but still
much more volatile than species that can condense under ambient conditions. Most
of the first-generation SOA products shown in the VBS fits in Fig. 10, with 300 <
C* < 3  106 mg m3, are considered IVOCs. In addition, a substantial fraction of
primary emissions from high-temperature combustion, including wood burning,
food preparation, internal combustion engines, and turbine engines, consists of
IVOCs and SVOC (with 0.3 < C* < 300 mg m3) [90]. We shall discuss direct
formation of SOA from IVOC and primary emissions first because the kinetics and
initial mechanisms of these reactions have been studied more widely.

SOA from Primary IVOC Emissions
A challenge with the atmospheric chemistry of IVOC is the exponential increase in
chemical complexity with increasing carbon number, even for “simple”
hydrocarbons containing only carbon and hydrogen [35]. Consequently, studies
of SOA formation from IVOCs fall into two categories: study of individual
molecules or sequences of molecules as representative model systems and study
of undifferentiated “whole” emissions diluted to near ambient conditions to encourage atmospherically relevant partitioning of the primary emissions.
Two broad classes of lower volatility hydrocarbons have been studied extensively: alkanes and polycyclic aromatics. Alkanes have been more systematically
treated with regard to their potential for SOA formation, while the chemistry and
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phase partitioning of polycyclic aromatics were in many ways the foundation for
the ambient partitioning theory described in this chapter because of the significant
concerns over PAH health effects.

Alkanes
Alkanes are an excellent model system because they present a homologous sequence
in both carbon number (and thus volatility) as well as structure (and thus varying
chemical behavior). Alkane SOA formation has been studied systematically by
Ziemann and coworkers [132] as well as others. Broadly, the SOA formation
potential of n-alkanes increases systematically with carbon number [132, 133] as
the precursor volatility decreases. Substitution in the form of branching significantly
decreases SOA formation at a given carbon number, while cyclization increases
SOA formation. In each case the reason is fragmentation of secondary products:
branched alkanes are more vulnerable to C–C bond cleavage during oxidation, while
cycloalkanes can sustain one C–C bond cleavage event without a decrease in carbon
number because of the tethering effect of the cyclic structure [134].

Polycyclic Aromatics
PAHs have been studied for decades because of their high potential for negative
health effects [135–137]. Investigators quickly realized that PAH volatility spanned
a wide range and thus that important PAH species would be found in both the gas
and condensed phases in the atmosphere. Partitioning theory was developed for
atmospheric applications in large measure to address these issues. For some time,
adsorption to surfaces was considered to be more important than absorption into an
organic condensed phase [138]; however, by stages it became evident that the total
mass of the condensed phase (TSP) was significant to partitioning [139] and
ultimately that absorptive partitioning with the condensed organic phase was
often the appropriate framework for partitioning [140]. While that work laid the
foundation for the perspective on partitioning described here, consideration of the
SOA formation from PAH oxidation is much more recent. Like the alkanes, PAH
oxidation has been studied as a potentially important model for SOA formation
from IVOCs [141].

Evaporated Primary Emissions
Real primary emissions consist of a complex mixture including linear and branched
alkanes, mono aromatics, substituted aromatics (alkyl benzenes), and PAHs, among
many other compounds [7, 142]. The most direct evidence that SOA formation is
important for typical atmospheric IVOC mixtures thus comes from experiments on
vapors from these very mixtures [127, 143–148].
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Fig. 10 SOA product volatility distributions for a-pinene and limonaketone in dark green and
mass yields vs COA as dark green curve. Precursors with similar volatility, structure, and chemistry
have similar yields. Product volatility distribution and yields for D-limonene ozonolysis are shown
as light green bars and a light green curve (and gray data points). Oxidation of the additional
exocyclic double bond in limonene results in substantially less volatile SOA products and
correspondingly higher SOA yields

4.1.3

Aging of VOC SOA

All of the first-generation vapors from VOC SOA will certainly undergo further
gas-phase oxidation, which will in turn influence the phase partitioning thermodynamics of the OA mixture, i.e., gas-phase aging of SOA.
Multiple Ozonolysis Generations
Several forms of aging of SOA vapors have been observed. One clear form is
oxidation of multiply unsaturated alkenes. Many terpenes have multiple
unsaturations, and in some cases different double bonds have very different rate
constants for reaction with ozone. Examples include terpinolene, myrcene, limonene, a-humulene, and b-caryophyllene [149, 150]. In these systems, ozone will
react with one double bond in the terpene and produce some SOA. However, after
the precursor is completely removed, SOA levels can continue to rise as the firstgeneration semi-volatile products continue to react with ozone to produce less
volatile second-generation products [149].
Limonene is a revealing example. It is similar to a-pinene in possessing a
methyl-substituted endocyclic double bond in a six-member ring, but in addition
it has an exocyclic terminal unsaturation. Figure 10 shows SOA mass-yield data and
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a corresponding VBS product distribution (in light green) for the limonene þ ozone
reaction under low-NOx conditions [150]. The inset shows structures for limonene,
limona ketone, and a-pinene. The darker green histogram and yield curve is valid
for a-pinene and limona ketone, which generate almost identical SOA mass
distributions after ozonolysis [38]. Initial ozonation of limonene also produces
SOA much like a-pinene and limona ketone, but subsequent ozonation of the
exocyclic double bond in the first-generation products strongly favors the ketoneoxide over the ketone moiety shown in limona ketone and consequently forms
substantially less volatile second-generation products [150–152]. As Fig. 10 shows,
the resulting product distribution is two to three orders of magnitude less volatile
than typical first-generation terpene ozonolysis products, which is consistent with
additional peroxide and carboxylic acid functionality [153] greatly offsetting the
loss of one carbon from the terminal methylene.
An interesting wrinkle in the limonene story is that the second ozonolysis
reaction can be heterogeneous. The fresh SOA produced when ozone reacts with
the endocyclic double bond is unsaturated [153], but under low-NOx conditions it
reacts much more rapidly than is plausible based on gas-phase kinetics, but at a rate
consistent with a heterogeneous ozone uptake coefficient of roughly 103 [150].
Under high-NOx conditions the SOA (which contains organic nitrate functionality)
has a much lower heterogeneous reactivity to ozone and consequently species
remain in the gas phase that oxidize at a rate consistent with the ozonolysis of
terminal double bonds, forming second-generation SOA more slowly, long after the
limonene itself has been completely oxidized [150].

Multi-generation OH Oxidation
Oxidation by OH radicals (or photooxidation in general) is much more difficult to
deconvolve than ozonolysis because there is seldom the clear separation in
timescales that can appear in the ozonolysis aging just discussed. However, latergeneration oxidation by OH is likely to be much more important in the atmosphere because it is ubiquitous. OH will react with essentially all organic
molecules, though the kinetics and mechanisms of the highly substituted species
typical of first-generation and later-generation oxidation products remain highly
uncertain. Nonetheless, there is no doubt that these reactions will occur, and little
doubt that they will be quite rapid, in most cases oxidizing semi-volatile vapors
within hours [64].
Multiple-generation oxidation has been studied theoretically via mechanism
generators that apply structure activity relations for rate constants and product
distributions [49]. Several specific tracers of later-generation oxidation have been
proposed. One is a C8 triacid formed via gas-phase oxidation of cis-pinonic acid,
which is itself a first-generation oxidation product of a-pinene [154]. The triacid is
produced rapidly when gas-phase cis-pinonic acid is exposed to OH radicals, but
not when the pinonic acid is partitioned into SOA at low temperatures [155]. For
bulk SOA characteristics, Chhabra et al. [156] have shown that SOA formation
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from oxidized precursors results in SOA whose mass spectrum is higher in the
f44–f43 “triangle” space recently proposed as a diagnostic for ambient OA
processing [157].
In the recent multiple chamber chemical aerosol aging study (MUCHACHAS),
first-generation SOA was produced from a-pinene þ ozone and then exposed to
OH radicals in a subsequent, separate step [112, 113, 155, 158–160]. The OH
exposure caused a substantial jump in SOA mass concentrations [112, 113, 158]
and significant changes in SOA volatility and hygroscopicity [112, 113, 159]. This
controlled experiment strongly confirmed that long-term gas-phase aging by OH
radicals can substantially alter OA properties.
There is thus compelling evidence that gas-phase OH oxidation will age OA by
oxidizing semi-volatile vapors as well as slightly more volatile IVOC intermediate
products. This will occur throughout the atmosphere with a rate constant estimated
to be of order 2  1011 cm3 molec1 s1, giving a lifetime for typical OH
concentrations of order 8 h [92, 158]. Other aging mechanisms can be scaled by
this ubiquitous value to assess their relative importance.

4.2

Heterogeneous Aging

A large body of work addresses aging of organic particulate matter via heterogeneous uptake of oxidants, especially OH and ozone. Just as partitioning theory
progressed from a focus on adsorptive to absorptive behavior, heterogeneous
uptake has been viewed in terms of uptake of oxidants controlled by LangmuirHinshelwood type adsorptive isotherms [79, 161], but diffusion of oxidants into a
bulk aerosol has also been considered in various contexts [162]. Heterogeneous
formulations can differ depending on whether the principal focus is the loss of an
oxidant upon uptake [87] or the loss of condensed-phase constituents due to oxidant
uptake [163–166]. The “Pöschl Rudich Ammann” framework was initially
presented with a principal focus on gas–surface interactions for multiphase processes, but has recently been extended to resolve diffusion into a spherically
symmetric bulk as well [87]. The objective here is not to review even a small
portion of the literature on heterogeneous oxidant uptake but to focus on the
interplay between heterogeneous oxidation and organic phase partitioning.
Heterogeneous oxidation by OH is intrinsically slower than homogeneous
gas-phase oxidation of organic vapors, since most molecules in a given particle
are shielded from gas-phase radicals colliding with the surface. A rate constant
for the gas-phase reaction of OH radicals with large organic species of
2  1011 cm3 molec1 s1 is at least ten times larger than that of gas-phase OH
with an organic species within a submicron particle [92]. The rate at which a
molecule will undergo oxidation in each phase is a function not only of these rate
constants but also by its abundance (as measured by mole fraction) in each phase.
This is illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows the effective oxidation rate constant
in each phase as a function of volatility as well as the total rate constant including
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Fig. 11 Effective OH oxidation rate constants for organics in gas phase (red curve) and
condensed phase (blue curve) for a gas-phase OH rate constant of 2  1011 cm3 molec1 s1
and a heterogeneous OH uptake coefficient of 1, for 200 nm diameter particles and 10 mg m3 total
organic aerosol. Results are given as equivalent gas-phase values, modified by the fraction of
organics in each phase and diffusion limitations of gas-phase OH to condensed-phase organics.
Oxidation lifetimes (in days) are given on left-hand y axis, for 2  106 OH cm3

oxidation in either phase. Rates were calculated assuming a gas-phase rate constant
of 2  1011 cm3 molec1 s1, reactive uptake coefficient (g) of 1, particle
diameter of 200 nm, and organic aerosol loading (COA) of 10 mg m3. The figure
shows that gas-phase oxidation will almost always dominate over heterogeneous
oxidation unless the molecule is very low in volatility (C* of 0.1 mg m3 or lower).
Molecules almost wholly in the condensed phase of course can only be oxidized
there. It is important to note that the heterogeneous timescale of 3–4 days is still
shorter than the characteristic atmospheric residence time of submicron particles of
1 week or more [167]. Consequently, heterogeneous oxidation is still clearly an
important process for organic compounds contained within aerosol particles.
In addition to providing insight into the kinetics of multiphase aging, studies of
heterogeneous oxidation also serve as indirect probes of the mixing effects
discussed earlier. Measuring the rate and extent of degradation of individual aerosol
components provides information not only on molecular-level reactivity but also on
mixing within the particle. This is because the reactive-diffusive length of OH in
organic particles is of order 1 nm [168], and so heterogeneous OH reactions will be
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confined to the particle surface. For example, in a study of the multigenerational
heterogeneous oxidation of squalane (C30H62), squalane degradation followed a
simple pseudo-first-order kinetics (exponential decay) over multiple oxidation
lifetimes, with concentrations eventually falling to zero [169]. Similarly, the first
and second generation products reacted away at the same rates. This indicates that,
at any given time, a sufficient amount of reactant (squalane and early-generation
products) is present at or near the surface of a (pump oil) particle to react with OH;
mixing within the particle is thus very fast on the timescale of the experiment (37 s).
A similar conclusion can be drawn for heterogeneous oxidation of a-pinene SOA
by OH. Experiments with very high SOA concentrations (which favors the
condensed phase and thus heterogeneous oxidation) and very high OH exposure
in 37 s found almost complete conversion of fresh SOA into highly aged material.
The aged aerosol strongly resembled ambient low-volatility oxidized organic
aerosol (LV-OOA) while maintaining almost no correlation with the original
fresh SOA mass spectrum [30]. This would not be possible unless essentially all
of the organic species within the particles were able to diffuse to the particle surface
(or even evaporate) in 30 s or less. On the other hand, in similar experiments on
the heterogeneous oxidation of levoglucosan (C6H10O5) and erythritol (C4H10O4),
the reactants were not totally lost after an initial rapid decay, consistent with the
formation of viscous materials with mixing timescales of at least several minutes.
This serves as an illustration that generalizations about diffusion limitations within
organic particles may be very difficult to draw, as the specific particle composition
(including organics, inorganics, and water) as well as temperature may alter
constituent diffusivities by many orders of magnitude.
Heterogeneous oxidation experiments also allow for the investigation of the
possibility that organic condensation may “coat” existing particles, isolating the
core of the particle from the surrounding gas. Such a coating implies a lack of
mixing between the condensing vapor (the coating material) and the particle core,
but this can be a dangerous assumption if the two are miscible. One example of this
is shown in Fig. 12, which is a relative kinetics plot of particle-phase cholestane loss
compared to gas-phase oxidation of meta-xylene by OH radicals [143]. For the
reasons discussed above, it is reasonable to regard heterogeneous loss of
condensed-phase organics as a fairly precise surface probe. Figure 12 shows two
things. First, coating of POA particles containing cholestane by a nominally quite
thick layer of a-pinene SOA did nothing to slow down heterogeneous cholestane
loss, suggesting that the SOA formed a uniform mixture with the POA. That is
consistent with the mixing experiments described above [60]. Second, cholestane
loss slowed significantly at high RH (~75%), suggesting that an aqueous surface
layer formed, excluding nonpolar compounds such as cholestane. This is consistent
with recent findings that two distinct condensed phases form for wet OA particles as
long as the O:C of the organics is below approximately 0.7 [125, 126].
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Fig. 12 Relative oxidation rates by OH radicals of condensed-phase cholestane vs gas-phase
m-xylene in different organic-aerosol matrices, all of which include a high fraction of motor oil.
Cholestane oxidation is independent of OA concentration or the presence of a substantial SOA
“coating” consisting of up to half of the total particle mass. However, high relative humidity slows
cholestane oxidation by an order of magnitude. This suggests that a thin film of water on oil can
significantly retard cholestane oxidation, perhaps by excluding the cholestane from the particle
surface; the SOA, on the other hand, does not coat the particle surface but rather mixes with the oil
and thus does not impede cholestane oxidation

4.3

Aqueous-Phase Aging

In recent years there has been intense interest in the formation and evolution of
atmospheric particulate matter within the aqueous phase [170]. Such processes
occur by dissolution of organics into a water droplet (deliquesced particle or
cloud droplet) followed by oxidation by a dissolved oxidant (most likely OH).
Studies of these pathways have been reviewed in detail very recently [118, 171] and
so will not be discussed here; instead, as in the previous section, the focus here is on
the relationship between partitioning and aging chemistry.
The relative importance of the gas and the aqueous phases as media for the
oxidation of organic species depends critically on the fraction of the species present
in each phase. This in turn is a function both of the compound’s intrinsic tendency
to partition between each (as described by its effective Henry’s Law Constant, H*)
and the concentration of liquid water present [118]. Thus partitioning into the
aqueous phase is governed by the same general considerations as partitioning into
the organic phase (which is governed by saturation vapor pressure and organic
aerosol loading). In fact, the Henry’s Law solubility of a compound is really just a
measure of the volatility of that compound over water. As with purely organic
mixtures, Raoult’s law will apply for ideal solutions, but the activity can be strongly
modified by some activity coefficient related to the interaction of that species with
water. Accordingly, it is useful to express the Henry’s Law solubility as volatility
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(micrograms per cubic meter), for comparison with the liquid water content (just as
C* can be compared to COA). Following Ervens et al. [172], this volatility over
water is called Caq, and is equal to (R T H*/rw)1, where H* is the effective Henry’s
Law constant (M atm1), T is temperature (K), R is the gas constant (0.08206 L atm
K1 mol1), and rw is the density of water (1012 mg m3).
Figure 13 shows the effective rate constants for gas-phase and aqueous-phase
oxidation as a function of Caq (and H*), assuming a liquid water content (Cw) of
10 mg m3 (a typical ambient value for deliquesced aerosol). This is directly
analogous to Fig. 11, which shows the rates of heterogeneous vs gas-phase oxidation as a function of C*. As in Fig. 11, the gas-phase OH rate constant is set at
2  1011 cm3 molec1 s1. The effective aqueous-phase OH rate constant is
chosen to be ten times higher at 2  1010 cm3 molec1 s1), reflecting the
possibility that aqueous OH concentrations may be higher than in the gas phase
[173]. (The actual aqueous-phase rate constants can be quite variable, but are
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generally similar to those in the gas phase [173].) Even with this higher rate,
aqueous-phase oxidation will dominate only when the molecule of interest is
exceedingly water soluble (H* > 7  108 M atm1) due to the small amount of
liquid water available. Most atmospheric species, even those that are considered to
be highly water-soluble (such as glyoxal, glycolaldehyde, and diacids), have
H* well below this threshold [174], and thus will not partition sufficiently into the
aerosol aqueous phase to undergo significant aqueous-phase aging under these
conditions.
There are several important caveats to this analysis, however. First, OH
concentrations in the aqueous phase are highly uncertain, since there are no
measurements of [OH] in deliquesced particles or cloud droplets. If aqueous OH
concentrations are still higher than indicated in Fig. 13 (as suggested by some
models [173]), the threshold for aqueous-phase oxidation would move to higher
values of Caq (lower values of H*); on the other hand, if aqueous OH concentrations
are lower (as suggested by other models [170]), even lower values of Caq (higher
values of H*) would be needed for aqueous oxidation to dominate. This highlights
the need for an improved understanding of oxidant concentrations in the atmospheric aqueous phase. Unless there is substantial radical recycling (OH regeneration) in the aqueous phase, aqueous oxidation by OH will be subject to the same
diffusion limitations on heterogeneous oxidation.
A second caveat involves the effect of liquid water content Cw; the value used
(10 mg m3) is reasonable for ambient fine particulate matter but would be orders of
magnitude higher for cloud water (with Cw as high as 1 g m3). Under such
conditions, partitioning into the aqueous phase will happen for much more volatile
species (H* of 7  104 M atm1 or higher), including the water-soluble species
mentioned above. Third, this analysis assumes that Henry’s Law accurately
describes partitioning between the gas and aqueous phase, independent of
aqueous-phase concentrations. In reality, the high concentrations in the aerosol
aqueous phase are likely to introduce substantial deviations from ideality; these
substantial activity coefficients could have a dramatic (and uncertain) effect on
partitioning. Finally, under some conditions, particles may include multiple phases
[125, 175], so that partitioning between at least three phases (gas, organic, aqueous)
must be considered. In such cases the simple two-phase picture in Fig. 13 (or
Fig. 11) is insufficient to describe the aging chemistry of the entire system, as the
relative values of C*, Caq , COA, and CW must be considered when predicting the
equilibrium phase of the organic species.
In spite of all these uncertainties, the description of aqueous oxidation in terms
of simple partitioning (Fig. 13) clearly shows that only molecules with very large
Henry’s Law solubilities can undergo significant oxidation in the aqueous phase.
This includes highly water-soluble species such as glyoxal, at least when aqueous
[OH] and/or liquid water content is high, but categorically excludes all
hydrocarbons as well as most monofunctional organic species that have more
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than one carbon [174]. It also points to the need to run laboratory studies of aqueous
oxidative processing under atmospherically relevant partitioning conditions, with
liquid water contents in the range of 10 mg m3 (for deliquesced particles) to
1 g m3 (for cloud water). To date, most (though not all [176, 177]) laboratory
studies of aqueous oxidation have been carried out in bulk aqueous solution, with
liquid water contents that are far higher than this, on the order of 106 g m3 (the
density of liquid water). These studies are unlikely to be representative of the gasdroplet partitioning conditions typical of the atmosphere, and thus may not accurately reflect atmospheric aging.
As with heterogeneous oxidation, aqueous-phase oxidation may play an important role in aging water-soluble organics already present in particles, and it can also
play a unique role for a small but important set of highly water soluble, low carbonnumber organic vapors [172].

5 Conclusions
Phase partitioning and aging chemistry are inexorably linked when considering the
chemical evolution of organic aerosol, both because the phase defines the aerosol
and because absolute rate of aging depends strongly on the phase holding an
organic compound. A key observation in ambient organic aerosol is that the aerosol
becomes highly oxidized very rapidly [30, 178, 179]. Heterogeneous oxidation
mechanisms appear to be incapable of oxidizing OA with sufficient speed, while
gas-phase oxidation can do so. However, heterogeneous processes still compete
favorably with the residence time of OA in the atmosphere and thus certainly play
an important atmospheric role. In addition, processes that might simply retard mass
transfer between the particle and gas phases appear unable to provide sufficiently
rapid oxidation.
Overall, the coupling among these multiphase processes, including chemistry in
all phases and the equilibria and dynamics of mass transfer among the phases, needs
to be described in detail before we can resolve with certainty the relative role of
each process under atmospheric conditions. The timescales for all three processes
discussed here – gas-phase, heterogeneous, and aqueous-phase oxidation – are
competitive with the residence time of particles in the atmosphere. Gas-phase
oxidation will win out for most organic vapors because it is homogeneous and
fast, but condensed-phase processes may have a vital role in the full maturation of
organic aerosol over longer timescales during long-range transport.
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